Present:
Chair: Tiffany Dodd
Vice-Chair: Margaret Watkins
Secretary: Shelley Westenberg
Trustee: Travis James
Trustee: Jon Wiggin
Trustee: Les Hammond

- **Motions made:**
  - Margaret Watkins moved to approve the October minutes. Tiffany Dodd seconded.

- MEP Report has not arrived from architects CMK yet. A report from a reputable source is needed to evaluate whether the existing town cistern holds enough water for the restoration.

- Significant donations to the Project will merit a plaque. Donations of $1,000 to the effort will merit a walkway brick with donor’s name on it.

- **Dunbarton Arts on the Common**

  There will be at least 60 available booth spaces. A possible “What’s in Your Attic” event for that weekend was discussed.